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Abstract. We present the first truly unlinkable priced oblivious transfer protocol.
Our protocol allows customers to buy database records while remaining fully
anonymous, i.e., (1) the database does not learn who purchases a record, and
cannot link purchases by the same customer; (2) the database does not learn which
record is being purchased, nor the price of the record that is being purchased; (3)
the customer can only obtain a single record per purchase, and cannot spend more
than his account balance; (4) the database does not learn the customer’s remaining
balance. In our protocol customers keep track of their own balances, rather than
leaving this to the database as done in previous protocols. Our priced oblivious
transfer protocol is also the first to allow customers to (anonymously) recharge
their balances. Finally, we prove our protocol secure in the standard model (i.e.,
without random oracles).

1 Introduction

Suppose you want to buy a digital item from a website that charges per purchased item,
and that sells different items at different prices. You have reasons to believe, however,
that the website is making a lucrative parallel business out of selling information about
your shopping behavior to your competitors. For example, you may work for a pharma-
ceutical company and buy information about particular DNA genome sequences from
a database, or you may work for a high-tech company and buy patents from a patent
database. The list of purchased records from either of these databases certainly reveals
precious information about your company’s research strategies. How do you prevent the
database from gathering information about your shopping behavior while still allowing
the database to correctly charge you for the purchased items?

What we need here is apriced oblivious transfer(POT) protocol [1]. Here, cus-
tomers load an initial amount of money into their pre-paid accounts, and can then start
downloading records so that (1) the database does not learn which record is being pur-
chased, nor the price of the record that is being purchased; (2) the customer can only
obtain a single record per purchase, and cannot spend more than his account balance;
(3) the database does not learn the customer’s remaining balance. All known POT pro-
tocols require the database to maintain customer-specific state information across the
different purchases by the same customer to keep track of his (encrypted) account bal-
ance. Each customer’s transactions thereby necessarily become linkable. Thus, none of
these protocols allows the customer to purchase records anonymously: even if an anony-
mous payment system is used to pre-charge the initial balance, the customer could be
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at most pseudonymous, defeating the purpose of protecting the customer’s privacy. For
example, the database still learns the number of records bought by each customer, the
time that these records were bought, and their average price. This clearly reveals infor-
mation about the customer and might lead to identification of the customer or of the
records she’s buying. To overcome this, we further require that the POT satisfy that (4)
the database does not learn any information about who purchases a record;

Existing POT protocols also lack a recharge functionality: Once a customer’s bal-
ance does not contain enough credit to buy a record, but is still positive, the customer
cannot use up the balance, but will have to open a new account/balance for further
purchases.

In this paper, we propose the first truly anonymous priced oblivious transfer proto-
col with recharge functionality. Rather than having the database keep track of account
balances, in our protocol the customers maintain their own balance. Of course, precau-
tions have to be taken to ensure that they cannot tamper with their balance, or rewind it
to a previous state. Furthermore, we offer a protocol that allows customers to recharge
their balances. Lastly, we present an enhanced protocol where records are transferred
using an optimistic fair exchange protocol [2, 3], thereby preventing a cheating database
from decreasing a customer’s wallet without sending the desired record.

In what follows we give an overview on how our protocol overcomes the various
technical challenges posed by these demanding requirements.

1.1 Construction Overview
We consider a database where each record may have a different price. The database
provider encrypts each record with a key that is derived from not only its index but also
its price and then publishes the whole encrypted database.

To be able to access records, a customer first contacts the provider to create a new,
empty wallet. Customers can load more money into their wallet at any time. The pay-
ment mechanism used to recharge customers’ wallets is outside the scope of this paper;
for full customer anonymity, we advise the use of an anonymous e-cash scheme.

When a customer wants to purchase a record with indexσ with price p from the
database, the provider and the customer essentially run a two party protocol at the end
of which the customer will have obtained the decryption key for the recordσ as well
as an updated wallet being worthp monetary units less. This is done is such a way that
the provider does not learn anything aboutσ or p. More precisely, we model wallets as
one-time-use anonymous credentials with the worth of the wallet being encoded as an
attribute. When the customer buys a record (or charges her wallet), she basically uses
the credential and gets in exchange a new credential with the updated worth as attribute
without the provider learning anything about the wallet’s worth. The properties of one-
time-use credentials ensure that a customer cannot buy records worth more than what
she has (pre-)paid to the provider. We prove our protocol secure in the standard model
(i.e., without random oracles).

1.2 Related Work

Relative to the enormous body of work that has appeared on oblivious transfer, only few
priced oblivious transfer protocols have been proposed. The concept of POT was intro-
duced by Aiello et al. [1] who present a scheme based on homomorphic encryption and
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symmetrically private information retrieval (SPIR) [25]. The protocol by Tobias [28] is
based on ElGamal, and a recent protocol by Rial et al. [30] builds on the OT protocol
of [14]. The protocols of [1, 28] come only with heuristic security considerations, while
that of [30] was proved secure in the universal composability (UC) model [20]. All three
of these protocols share a common principle that the database maintains an encryption
or commitment of each customer’s balance that gets updated at each purchase. Purchas-
es by the same customer are therefore necessarily linkable, as the database has to know
which ciphertext or commitment to use. Neither of these protocols enables customers
to recharge their wallets.

While by itself not being a POT protocol, the recent work by Coull et al. [22] could
be cast into one. They propose an OT scheme where access to records is controlled
by using a state graph. With each access a user transitions from one state to another,
where the allowed records are defined by the possible transitions from the current state.
One could implement a (fully anonymous) POT protocol by defining a separate state
for each possible balance in a customer’s wallet. The allowed transitions between states
b andb′ are those records with price exactlyb− b′. When using this approach however,
the size of the encrypted database isO(bmax · N), wherebmax is the maximum wallet
balance andN is the number of records in the database, as opposed toO(bmax + N) in
our scheme.

Our paper builds on ideas from recent work by Camenisch et al. [10] who extend
the OT protocol of [14] with anonymous access control. One could in fact combine
their and our ideas to achieve POT with access control. This would allow for price
differentiation among customers while maintaining full customer privacy, e.g., offer a
cheaper price to holders of a loyalty card.

2 Definition of UP-OT

2.1 Syntax

Let κ ∈ N be a security parameter and letε be the empty string. All algorithms de-
scribed here are probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT); we implicitly assume they all
take an extra input1κ. A function ν : N → [0, 1] is negligible if for all c ∈ N there
exists aκc ∈ N such thatν(κ) < κ−c for all κ > κc.

An unlinkable priced oblivious transfer (UP-OT) scheme is parameterized by a
security parameterκ ∈ N, a maximum wallet balancebmax ∈ N and a maximum
record pricepmax ≤ bmax. We consider a setting with one database and one or more
customers. A database consists of a list ofN couples((R1, p1), . . . , (RN , pN )), con-
taining database recordsR1, . . . , RN ∈ {0, 1}∗ and associated pricesp1, . . . , pN ∈
{0, . . . , pmax}. A UP-OT scheme is a tuple of polynomial-time algorithms and pro-
tocols UP -OT = (DBSetup,CreateWallet,Recharge,Purchase) run between cus-
tomersC1, . . ., CM and a database providerDB in the following way:

– DBSetup : DB :
(
DB = (Ri, pi)i=1,...,N

) $→
(
(pkDB,ER1, . . . ,ERN ), skDB

)
The database provider runs the randomizedDBSetup algorithm to initiate a database
containing recordsR1, . . . , RN with corresponding pricesp1, . . . , pN . It generates a
pair of a secret and corresponding public key (skDB, pkDB) for security parameterκ,
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and uses it to encrypt the individual records. The encrypted database consists of the
public keypkDB and the encrypted recordsER1, . . . ,ERN . The encrypted database is
made available to all customers, e.g. by publishing it on a website or by distributing it
on DVDs.4 The database provider keeps the secret keyskDB to himself.

– CreateWallet : DB : (pkDB, skDB)→ (ε) ; C : (pkDB)→W0 or⊥
A customer creates an empty wallet with a zero balance, signed by the database provider,
by engaging in theCreateWallet protocol with the database provider. The provider’s
public keypkDB is a common input, the corresponding secret keyskDB is a secret in-
put to the provider. At the end of the protocol, the customer outputs an empty wallet
W0, or⊥ to indicate failure.

– Recharge : DB : (pkDB,m, skDB)→ (ε) ; C : (pkDB,m,Wi)→Wi+1 or⊥
When the customer wants to add money to her walletWi (which may or may not be her
initial walletW0) she can engage in aRecharge protocol with the database provider. The
database’s public keypkDB and the amount of moneym that the customer wants to add
to her balance are common inputs. The database’s secret keyskDB and the customer’s
current walletWi are private inputs to the database and the customer, respectively. At
the end of the protocol, the customer either outputs the new walletWi+1 or⊥ to indicate
failure.

– Purchase : DB : (pkDB, skDB) → (ε) ; C : (pkDB, σ,ERσ, pσ,Wi) → (Rσ,
Wi+1) or (⊥,Wi+1) or (Rσ,⊥) or (⊥,⊥)
To purchase a record from the database, a customer engages in aPurchase protocol
with the database provider. The database’s public keypkDB is a common input. The
customer has as a private input her selection indexσ ∈ {1, . . . , N}, the encrypted
recordERσ and its pricepσ, and her current walletWi. The database provider uses
its secret keyskDB as a private input. At the end of the protocol, the customer outputs
the database recordRσ and an updated walletWi+1. An output containingRσ = ⊥ or
Wi+1 = ⊥ indicates that the record transfer or the wallet update failed, respectively.

We assume that all communication links are private and anonymous, to that cheat-
ing customers cannot eavesdrop on honest customers’ conversations, and so that the
database does not know which customer he’s interacting with.

2.2 Security

We define security of an UP-OT protocol through indistinguishability of a real-world
and an ideal-world experiment reminiscent of the universal-composability (UC) frame-
work [18, 19] and the reactive-systems security model [26, 29]. The definitions we give,
however, do not entail all formalities necessary to fit either of these frameworks; our
goal here is solely to prove security of our scheme.

We summarize the ideas underlying these models. In the real world the honest play-
ers and the adversaryA who controls the dishonest players run cryptographic protocols

4 We assume that each customer obtains a copy of theentireencrypted database. It is impossible
to obtain our strong privacy requirements with a single database server without running into
either computation or communication complexity that is linear in the database size. In this
paper we focus on achieving our strong privacy notion while keeping the complexity of the
purchase protocol constant, i.e., independent ofN .
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with each other. The environmentE provides the inputs to the honest players and re-
ceives their outputs, and interacts arbitrarily with the adversary. In the ideal world, the
players do not run any cryptographic protocols but interact through an ideal trusted par-
ty T. A (set of) cryptographic protocol(s) is said to securely implement a functionality
if for every real-world adversaryA and every environmentE there exists an ideal-world
simulatorA′ (controlling the same parties asA) such thatE cannot distinguish with
non-negligible probability whether it is run in the real world while interacting withA
or whether it is run in the ideal world while interacting withA′.

THE REAL WORLD. We first describe how the real world algorithms presented in§2.1
are orchestrated when all participants are honest, i.e., honest real-world customers
C1, . . . CM and an honest databaseDB. Parties controlled by the real-world adversary
A can arbitrarily deviate from the behavior described below.

Upon receiving(initdb,DB = (Ri, pi)i=1,...,N ) fromE the database generates its

key pair and encrypts the records by running((pkDB,EDB), skDB) $← DBSetup(DB),
and sends(pkDB,EDB , (pi)i=1,...,N ) to all customersC1, . . . ,CM .

Upon receiving(create wallet) from E customerCj obtains an empty wallet
by engaging in aCreateWallet protocol with the database provider on common input
pkDB. The provider uses his secret keyskDB as a private input. At the end of the
protocol, the customer obtains the empty walletW

(j)
0 with zero balance or⊥ indicating

failure. In the former caseCj outputs a bit 1 toE , in the latter it outputs 0.DB does not
return anything to the environment.

Upon receiving(recharge,m) fromE customerCj engages in aRecharge protocol

with DB on common inputpkDB,m, usingskDB andW (j)
i as private inputs toDB and

Cj , respectively. At the end of the protocol,Cj either obtains the new walletW (j)
i+1 or

⊥. In the former case, it outputs a bit 1 toE , in the latter it outputs 0.DB does not return
anything to the environment.

Upon receiving(purchase, σi) from E , customerCj engages in aPurchase proto-

col with DB on common input(pkDB), onCj ’s private inputσi,ERσi
, pσi

,W (j)
i , and

on DB’s private inputskDB, until Cj obtains the recordRσi
and a new walletW (j)

i+1.
The customer returns two bits to the environment, the first indicating whether the record
transfer succeeded (i.e., 0 ifRσi

= ⊥ and 1 otherwise), the second indicating whether
the wallet update succeeded (i.e., 0 ifW (j)

i+1 = ⊥ and 1 otherwise).DB does not return
anything to the environment.

THE IDEAL WORLD. In the ideal world all participants communicate through a trusted
partyT which implements the functionality of our protocol. We describe the behavior of
T on the inputs of the ideal-world customersC′

1, . . . ,C
′
M and the ideal-world database

DB′. The trusted partyT maintains the databaseDB and an arrayW [·] to keep track of
the balance in customer’s wallets. Initially all entries are unspecified, i.e.,DB ← ε and
W [j] ← ε for j = 1, . . . , N . The trusted party responds to queries from the different
parties as follows.

Upon receiving(initdb, (Ri, pi)i=1,...,N ) from DB′, T checks whether0 ≤ pi ≤
pmax for i = 1, . . . , N . If so, it setsDB ← (Ri, pi)i=1,...,N and sends a message
(initdb, N) to all customers.
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Upon receiving(create wallet) from C′
j , T sends(create wallet) to DB′ who

sends back a bitb. If b = 1 thenT setsW [j]← 0 and sends1 to C′
j ; otherwise it simply

sends0 to C′
j .

Upon receiving(recharge,m) from C′
j , T first checks thatW [j] 6= ε andW [j] +

m ≤ bmax. If either of these checks fails, it sends back a bit 0 toC′
j , otherwise it

proceeds as follows.T sends(recharge,m) to DB′ who sends back a bitb. If b = 1
then theT setsW [j]←W [j] + m and sends a bit 1 toC′

j ; otherwise it simply sends 0
to C′

j .
Upon receiving(purchase, σi) from C′

j , T proceeds as follows. IfW [j] < pσi

thenT simply returns a pair(⊥, 1) to C′
j . Otherwise, it sends a message(purchase) to

DB′, who sends back a pair of bits(b1, b2) indicating whether or not the record transfer
and the wallet update succeeded. PartyT sends a pair(R, b) back toC′

j that is composed
as follows. Ifb1 = 1 andDB 6= ε then it setsR ← Rσi

, otherwise it setsR ← ⊥. If
b2 = 1 thenT setsW [j]←W [j]− pσi

andb← 1; else it setsW [j]← ε andb← 0.
The honest ideal-world partiesC′

1, . . . ,C
′
M ,DB simply relay inputs and outputs

between the environmentE and the trusted partyT. Dishonest parties can deviate arbi-
trarily from this behavior.

Note that in the ideal world the database cannot tell which customer makes a pur-
chase, which record she is querying, or what the price of this record is, therefore guar-
anteeing perfect customer privacy. At the same time, customers in the ideal world can
only purchase records that they can afford, they can only obtain one per purchase, and
even colluding customers cannot obtain records that they wouldn’t have been able to
afford individually, thereby guaranteeing perfect database security.

We point out that the ideal functionality of Rial et al. [30] models a single cus-
tomer only, hence it cannot guarantee different customers to be indistinguishable to the
database, and in fact, their protocol does not satisfy this property.

3 Preliminaries

Let Pg(1κ) be a pairing group generator that on input1κ outputs descriptions of mul-
tiplicative groupsG, GT of prime orderq whereq > 2κ. Let G∗ = G \ {1} and let
g ∈ G∗. The generated groups are such that there exists an admissible bilinear map
e : G×G→ GT, meaning that (1) for alla, b ∈ Zq it holds thate(ga, gb) = e(g, g)ab;
(2) e(g, g) 6= 1; and (3) the bilinear map is efficiently computable.

Definition 1 We say that the decisioǹ-bilinear Diffie-Hellman exponent (`-BDHE)
assumption holds in groupsG, GT of orderq > 2κ if for all polynomial-time adver-
sariesA the advantageAdvBDHE

G,GT
(κ) of, given a tuple(g, h, gα, . . . , gα`−1

, gα`+1
, . . . ,

gα2`

, S), to distinguish whetherS = e(g, h)α`

or S
$← G∗

T, is a negligible function in

κ for g, h
$← G∗ andα

$← Zq.

Definition 2 We say that thè -strong Diffie-Hellman (̀-SDH) assumption [6] holds
in groupG of order q > 2κ if for all polynomial-time adversariesA the advantage

AdvSDH
G (κ) = Pr

[
A(g, gx, . . . , gx`

) = (c, g1/(x+c))
]

is a negligible function inκ,

whereg
$← G∗ andx, c

$← Zq.
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3.1 Modified Boneh-Boyen Signatures

We use the following modification of the weakly-secure signature scheme by Boneh
and Boyen [6]. The scheme uses a pairing generatorPg as defined above.

The signer’s secret key is(xm, xp)
$← Zq, the corresponding public key is(g, ym =

gxm , yp = gxp) whereg is a random generator ofG. The signature on the tuple of
messages(m, p) is s ← g1/(xm+m+xpp); verification is done by checking whether
e(s, ym · gm · yp

p) = e(g, g) is true.
This signature scheme is the special case for` = 2 of the modified Boneh-Boyen

signature scheme used by Camenisch et al. [10], who also show it to be unforgeable
under weak chosen-message attack if the(N + 1)-SDH assumption holds.

3.2 Zero-Knowledge Proofs andΣ-Protocols

When referring to the zero-knowledge proofs, we will follow the notation introduced by
Camenisch and Stadler [16] and formally defined by Camenisch, Kiayias, and Yung [11].
For instance,PK{(a, b, c) : y = gahb ∧ ỹ = g̃ah̃c} denotes a “zero-knowledge Proof
of Knowledge of integersa, b, c such thaty = gahb and ỹ = g̃ah̃c holds,” where
y, g, h, ỹ, g̃, andh̃ are elements of some groupsG = 〈g〉 = 〈h〉 andG̃ = 〈g̃〉 = 〈h̃〉.

Given a protocol in this notation, it is straightforward to derive actual protocol im-
plementing the proof. Indeed, the computational complexities of the proof protocol can
be easily derived from this notation: for each termy = gahb, the prover and the verifier
have to perform an equivalent computation, and to transmit one group element and one
response value for each exponent. We refer to Camenisch et al. [11] for details.

3.3 Wallet Signature Scheme

We use the signature scheme proposed and proved secure by Au et al. [4], which is
based on the schemes of Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [12] and of Boneh et al. [7].

The signer’s secret key is a random elementx
$← Zq. The public key contains a

number of random basesg1, h0, . . . , h`, h`+1
$← G, where` ∈ N, andy ← gx

1 .
A signature on messagesm0, . . . ,m` ∈ Zq is a tuple(A, r, s) wherer, s

$← Zq are
values chosen at random by the signer andA = (g1h

m0
0 · · ·h

m`

` hr
`+1)

1/(x+s). Such a
signature can be verified by checking whethere(A, gs

1y) = e(g1h
m0
0 · · ·h

m`

` hr
`+1, g1) .

Now assume that we are given a signature(A, r, s) on messagesm0 . . . , m` ∈ Zq

and want to prove that we indeed possess such a signature. To this end, we need to
augment the public key with valuesu, v ∈ G such thatlogg1

u and logg1
v are not

known. This can be done by choosing random valuest, t′
$← Zq, computingÃ = Aut,

B = vtut′ and executing the following proof of knowledge

PK{(α, β, s, t, t′,m0, . . . ,m`, r) : B = vtut′ ∧ 1 = B−svαuβ ∧
e(Ã,y)

e(g1,g1)
= e(Ã−suαhr

`+1

∏`
i=0 hmi

i , g1)e(u, y)t} ,

whereα = st andβ = st′.
It was proved in [4] that the above signature is unforgeable under adaptively cho-

sen message attack ifQ-SDH assumption holds, whereQ is the number of signature
queries, and that the associated PoK is perfect honest-verifier zero-knowledge.
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3.4 Set Membership Scheme

To prove that the customer’s new balance after buying a record remains positive and
is not more than maximum balance we use a signature-based set membership protocol
suggested by Camenisch, Chaabouni and shelat [9].

They consider a zero-knowledge protocol which allow a prover to convince a ver-
ifier that a digitally committed value is a member of a given public set. This protocol
has the verifier to produce signatures on the set elements, send them to the prover and
then has the prover to show that he knows a signature (by the verifier) and the ele-
ment he holds. Concretely, Camenisch et al. employed the weak signature scheme by
Boneh and Boyen [6]. They prove that their protocol is a zero-knowledge argument of
set membership for a setΦ, if the |Φ|-SDH assumption holds.

4 Our UP-OT Construction

We now describe our scheme in detail. To issue wallets and update customers’ balances,
we employ the signature scheme presented in Section 3.3. To implement the oblivious
transfer with anonymous payments we extend the OT protocol by Camenisch et al. [14].
We will also use a number of zero-knowledge proofs about discrete logarithms as de-
scribed in Section 3.2.

Initial Setup. In Figure 1 we describe the setup procedure of the database provider, who
also issues wallets to customers. Customers do not have their own setup procedure.

DBSetup
(
DB = (Ri, pi)i=1,...,N

)
:

If bmax > 2κ−1 or ∃i : pi > pmax then abort

(G, GT, q)
$← Pg(1κ) ; gt, ht

$← GT
∗ ; g, h, g1, h1, h2, h3

$← G∗ ; xR, xp, xb
$← Zq

H ← e(g, h) ; yR ← gxR ; yp ← gxp ; yb ← gxb
1

For i = 1, . . . , N do ; Ei ← g
1

xR+i+xp·pi ; Fi ← e(h, Ei) ·Ri ; ERi ← (Ei, Fi)
For i = 0, . . . , bmax doy

(i)
b ← g1/(xb+i)

skDB ← (h, xR, xp, xb) ; pkDB ← (g, H, g1, h1, h2, h3, yR, yp, yb, y
(0)
b , . . . , y

(i)
b )

Return
(
pkDB, skDB, (ER1, . . . ,ERN )

)
Fig. 1.Database Setup algorithm

The database provider runs the randomizedDBSetup algorithm to initiate a database
containing recordsR1, . . . , RN with corresponding pricesp1, . . . , pN . Then it gener-
ates a pairing group of prime orderq for security parameterκ, a number of random gen-
erators, and three secret keysxR, xp, andxb with corresponding public keysyR, yp, and
yb. Intuitively, xR is the seed used to generate randomness to encrypt the records,xp

securely links prices to records, andxb authenticates the balance in customers’ wallets.
The database provider encrypts each recordRi with its own key to a ciphertext

(Ei, Fi). These keys are signatures on the indexi and the pricepi of the record made
with the database provider’s secret keysxR andxp. The pairs(Ei, Fi) can be seen
as an ElGamal encryption [24] inGT of the recordRi under the public keyH. But
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instead of using random elements fromGT as the first component, our protocol uses

verifiably random [23] valuesEi = g
1

xR+i+xp·pi . It is this verifiability that during the
purchase protocol allows the database to check that the customer is indeed asking for
the decryption key of a single record with a price that is within the customer’s current
budget.

Letpmax ≤ bmax < 2κ−1 < q/2 be the maximal balance that can be stored in a cus-
tomer’s wallet. To prove that the customer’s new balance after buying a record remains
positive and is not more than maximum balance we use a signature-based set member-
ship protocol [9]. Here the set contains all possible balances from the customer’s wallet
{0, . . . , bmax}. So for each possible balance0 ≤ i ≤ bmax the database provider uses
xb to compute a signature{y(i)

b }. These values are included in the database’s public
key; they will be used by the customer to prove that her balance remains positive after
subtracting the price of the purchased record.

The encrypted database consists of a public keypkDB and the encrypted records
ER1, . . . ,ERN . It is made available to all customers, e.g. by publishing it on a website
or by distributing it on DVDs. The server keeps the database secret keyskDB to itself.

Obtaining wallets. Before purchasing any records, customers first need to create an
empty wallet and then charge it with money. To create a wallet, the customer runs the
CreateWallet protocol with the database provider depicted in Figure 2.

The database provider’s public keypkDB is a common input. The database provider
has his secret keyskDB as a private input. At the end of the protocol, the customer
obtains a walletW0 = (A0, r0, s0, n0, b0) signed by the database provider. Here,
(A0, r0, s0) is essentially a signature as per the scheme of Section 3.3 of a serial num-
bern0 chosen by the customer and the initial balance of the walletb0 = 0. Next, the
customer verifies the wallet’s signature and outputsW0 if the check is successful.

CreateWallet() :

C(pkDB) : DB(pkDB, skDB) :

n0, r
′
0

$← Zq

A′
0 ← hn0

1 h
r′0
3

A′
0 , PK{(n0, r

′
0) : A′

0 = hn0
1 h

r′0
3 }- s0, r

′′
0

$← Zq

r0 ← r′0 + r′′0 (mod q) A0, r
′′
0 , s0� A0 ← (g1A

′
0h

b0
2 h

r′′0
3 )

1
xb+s0

If e(A0, g
s0
1 yb) = e(g1h

n0
1 hb0

2 hr0
3 , g1)

Then returnW0 ← (A0, r0, s0, n0, 0)
Else return⊥ Returnε

Fig. 2.Create wallet protocol

Recharge protocol.Customers can recharge the balance of their wallets by engaging
in a Recharge protocol (Figure 3) with the database server. Doing so does not reveal
the remaining balance in the wallet, nor whether this is a freshly created wallet or an
updated wallet obtained after purchasing a record. The common inputs are the database
provider’s public keypkDB and the amount of moneym that the customer wants to add
to her balance. The database’s secret keyskDB and the customer’s current walletWi

are private inputs to the database and the customer, respectively.
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Recharge() :

C(pkDB, m,Wi) : DB(pkDB, m, skDB) :

If Wi = ε then return⊥
ParseWi as(Ai, ri, si, ni, bi)
bi+1 ← bi + m ; If bi+1 > bmax then return⊥
ni+1, r

′
i+1

$← Zq ; A′
i+1 ← h

ni+1
1 h

bi+1
2 h

r′i+1
3

ti, t
′
i

$← Zq ; Ãi ← Aiu
ti ; Bi ← vtiut′i

t′′i
$← Zq ; V ← (y

(bi+1)
b )

t′′i ni, Ãi, Bi, A
′
i+1, V -

PK
{

(ri, si, ni+1, bi+1, r
′
i+1, ti, t

′
i, t

′′
i , αi, βi) :

A′
i+1 = h

ni+1
1 h

bi+1
2 h

r′i+1
3 ∧ e(V, yb) = e(V, g)−bi+1e(g, g)t′′i ∧

Bi = vtiut′i ∧ 1 = B−si
i vαiuβi ∧

e(Ãi, yb)
e(g1h

ni
1 , g1)

= e(u, yb)tie(Ã−si
i uαihri

3 h
(bi+1−m)
2 , g1)

}
-

Checkni is fresh

Ai+1 ← (g1A
′
i+1h

r′′i+1
3 )

1
xb+si+1

ri+1 ← r′i+1 + r′′i+1 (mod q) Ai+1, r
′′
i+1, si+1�

If e(Ai+1, ybg
si+1
1 ) = e(g1h

ni+1
1 h

bi+1
2 h

ri+1
3 , g1)

Then returnWi+1 ← (Ai+1, ri+1, si+1, ni+1, bi+1)
Else return⊥ Returnε

Fig. 3.Recharge protocol

If the customer already obtained a wallet earlier (her state is not empty), she up-
dates her balance tobi+1 = bi + m and generates a fresh serial numberni+1 and a
randomizer for the new wallet. Then she chooses from the set of database signatures
y
(1)
b , . . . , y

(bmax)
b of possible balances the signature corresponding to her new balance

and blinds it asV = (y(bi+1)
b )

t′′i
. This allows her to next prove that her new balance

bi+1 is positive and is less thanbmax with the set membership scheme from [9]. The
customer further proves that she correctly increased her balance by the amountm being
deposited. The database provider checks this proof and if the serial numberni is fresh,
i.e., whether it previously saw the numberni. If not, then the database decides that the
customer is trying to overspend and aborts. Otherwise, if the database provider accepts
the proof, it signs the customer’s new wallet with updated balance and sends it to the
customer. The customer checks the validity of the signature on her new wallet, and if it
verifies correctly, outputs an updated state containing the new walletWi+1.
Purchase protocol.When the customer wants to purchase a record from the database,
she engages in aPurchase protocol (Figure 4) with the database server. The only com-
mon input is the database’s public keypkDB. The customer has as a private input her
selection indexσ ∈ {1, . . . , N}, the encrypted recordERσ and its pricepσ, and her
current walletWi. The database provider uses its secret keyskDB as a private input.
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Purchase() :

C (pkDB, σi,ERσi , pσi ,Wi) : DB(pkDB, skDB) :

If Wi = ε then return(⊥,⊥)
ParseWi as(Ai, ri, si, ni, bi)
If bi < pσi then return(⊥,Wi)

bi+1 ← bi − pσi ; k
$← Zq ; K ← (Eσi)

k

ni+1, r
′
i+1

$← Zq ; A′
i+1 ← h

ni+1
1 h

bi+1
2 h

r′i+1
3

ti, t
′
i

$← Zq ; Ãi ← Aiu
ti ; Bi ← vtiut′i

t′′i
$← Zq ; V ← (y

(bi+1)
b )

t′′i V, K, ni, Ãi, Bi, A
′
i+1 -

PK
{

(k, σi, pσi , ri, si, ti, t
′
i, t

′′
i , αi, βi, ni+1, bi+1, r

′
i+1) :

A′
i+1 = h

ni+1
1 h

bi+1
2 h

r′i+1
3 ∧ e(V, yb) = e(V −bi+1gt′′i , g) ∧

e(K, yR) = e(K , g−σiy
−pσi
p )e(g, g)k ∧ Bi = vtiut′i ∧ 1 = B−si

i vαiuβi ∧

e(Ãi, yb)
e(g1h

ni
1 , g1)

= e(u, yb)tie(Ã−si
i uαihri

3 h
(bi+1+pσi

)
2 , g1)

}
-

Checkni is fresh

L← e(h, K) ; si+1, r
′′
i+1

$← Zq

Ai+1 ← (g1A
′
i+1h

r′′i+1
3 )

1
xb+si+1

L, Ai+1, r
′′
i+1, si+1�

If PK verifies correctly PK{(h) : H = e(g, h) ∧ L = e(K, h)}�
ThenRσi ← Fσi/(L1/k) elseRσi ← ⊥
ri+1 ← r′i+1 + r′′i+1 (mod q)
If e(Ai+1, ybg

si+1
1 ) = e(g1h

ni+1
1 h

bi+1
2 h

ri+1
3 , g1)

ThenWi+1 ← (Ai+1, ri+1, si+1, ni+1, bi+1) elseWi+1 ← ε
Return(Rσi ,Wi+1) Returnε

Fig. 4.Purchase protocol

The customer blinds the first part of the chosen encrypted recordEσi
and sends this

blinded versionK to the database. Note thatEσi
is derived from the database provider’s

secret key, the index and the price of the record. Next, the customer updates her balance
to bi+1 = bi − pσi

, generates a fresh serial numberni+1 and a randomizer for the
new wallet. Then she chooses from the set of database signaturesy

(0)
b , . . . , y

(bmax)
b of

possible balances the signature corresponding to her new balance and blinds it asV =
(y(bi+1)

b )t′′i . This allows her to prove that her new balancebi+1 is positive employing
the set membership scheme from [9]. The customer further proves thatK is correctly
formed as a blinding of someEσi

and that she correctly reduced her balance by the
price of requested record. The database provider checks if the serial numberni is fresh,
i.e., whether it previously saw the numberni. If not, then the database decides that
the customer is trying to double-spend and aborts. Otherwise, if the database provider
accepts the proof, it computesL from h andK, sendsL to the customer, and executes
a proof of knowledge of the database secret keyh and thatL was computed correctly.
In our security proof, this zero-knowledge proof will enable us to extracth and decrypt
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the contents of the database. Also database provider signs the customer’s new wallet
with updated balance and sends it to the customer. The customer checks the validity of
the zero-knowledge proof and of the signature on her new wallet.⊥ as the record; if the
wallet signature is invalid, then it returnsε as the new wallet; if all goes correctly, she
outputs the recordRσ and the new walletWi+1.

The protocol is easily seen to be correct by observing thatL = e(h, Eσi
)k, so

thereforeFσ/L1/k = Rσi
.

Notice thatPK{(h) : H = e(g, h) ∧ L = e(K, h)} can be realized in the standard
way ase(g, ·) is a group (one-way) homomorphism that mapsG ontoGT.

We finally remark that the database has to calculate a signature of every element
in the set of all possible balances in the customer’s wallet{0, . . . , bmax} and encrypt
all records(1, . . . , N) only once at the setup phase, and the customer has to download
the entire encrypted database and balance signatures only once as well. So the com-
munication and computation complexity of the protocol depends on a cardinality of a
set of all possible balances in the customer’s wallet and a number of the records in the
database only at the setup phase. The rest parts of the protocol (create wallet, recharge
and purchase), however, require only a constant number of group elements to be sent
and a constant number of exponentiations and pairings to be calculated.

5 Security Analysis
The security of our protocol is analyzed by proving indistinguishability between adver-
sary actions in the real protocol and in an ideal scenario that is secure by definition.
Given a real-world adversaryA, we construct an ideal-world adversaryA′ such that no
environmentE can distinguish whether it is interacting withA or A′.

Theorem 3 If the (N + 2)-BDHE assumption holds inG, GT and themax(qW,
bmax + 1, N + 1)-SDH assumption holds inG,then theUP -OT protocol depicted
in Figures 1–4 securely implements the UP-OT functionality, whereN is the number of
database records,bmax is the maximum possible balance in a customer’s wallet, and
qW is the number of created wallets.

We prove the theorem in two steps: first, we prove the case where the database is
corrupted, and next, we prove the case where a subset of the customers are corrupted.
We do not consider the cases where all parties are honest and where all parties are
dishonest as these cases have no practical interest. By lack of space, we only provide
sketches of the construction of the ideal-world adversaryA′ below. A detailed proof is
available in the full version of this paper.

Corrupted database.We first prove that for all environmentsE and all real-world ad-
versariesA controlling the database there exists an ideal-world adversaryA′ such that
E can distinguish the real world from the ideal world with probability at most2−κ.

Since the adversary can always simulate additional customers himself, we can sim-
plify the setting to a single honest customerC. We construct an ideal-world adversary
A′ that plays the role of the database and that runs the real-world adversaryA as a
subroutine as follows.

A′ simply relays all messages between the environmentE andA. It runsA to obtain
the database’s public keypkDB and the encrypted databaseEDB = (pkDB, (E1, F1),
. . . , (EN , FN )).
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Upon receiving a message(create wallet) from T, it executes the customer’s
side of theCreateWallet protocol withA. If the obtained wallet is valid,A′ returns
b = 1 to T, otherwise it returnsb = 0.

Upon receiving(recharge,m) from T, A′ executes the customer’s side of the
Recharge protocol for amountm with A, but replaces the valueV with a random ele-
ment fromG and simulates the PK protocol. If the protocol returns a valid wallet, then
A′ returnsb = 1 to T; if the protocol returns⊥ thenA′ returnsb = 0.

At the firstpurchase message fromT, A′ simulates an honest user querying forR1,
but replacesV with a random value fromG and simulates the proof of knowledge. Then
it extractsh from A in the last proof of knowledge, uses it to decryptRi asFi/e(h, Ei)
for i = 1, . . . , N and sends(initdb, (Ri, pi)i=1,...,N ) to T. A′ sends a pair of bits
(b1, b2) back toT depending whether the obtained record is valid (b1 = 1) or not
(b1 = 0) and whether the updated wallet is valid (b2 = 1) or not (b2 = 0).

Corrupted customers.Next, we prove that for all environmentsE and all real-world
adversariesA controlling some of the customers, there exists an ideal-world adversary
A′ such thatE can distinguish the real from the ideal world with probability at most

2−κ ·Q + Advq-SDH
G (κ) + (N + 1) ·Adv(N+2)-BDHE

G,GT
(κ),

whereQ is the total number of create wallet, recharge, and purchase queries,q =
max(qW, bmax + 1, N + 1), qW is the total number of create wallet queries,bmax is
the maximum possible balance in a customer’s wallet, andN is the number of records
in the database.

Since the UP-OT functionality prevents colluding customers from pooling their wal-
lets we have to consider multiple customers here, some of which are corrupted, and
some of which are honest. Given a real-world adversaryA controlling some of the cus-
tomers, we construct an ideal-world adversaryA′ controlling the same customers as
follows.

A′ simply relays all communication between the environmentE andA. Upon re-
ceiving (DBI, N) from T, A′ creates an encrypted database(EDB , skDB) encrypting
N random records, meaning thatF1, . . . , FN are random group elements ofGT.

To simulateA’s CreateWallet, Recharge, andPurchase protocol queries,A′ plays
the role of a real-world database by extracting fromA the wallet signatures(Ai, ri, si),
record signaturesEσi

and range proof signaturesy
(i)
b that it uses in the zero-knowledge

proofs, and aborting if any type of forged signature is detected. When a cheating cus-
tomerCj (controlled byA) makes aCreateWallet query,A′ simply sends a message
(create wallet, j) to T; whenCj makes aRecharge query for amountm, A′ sends
a message(recharge, j,m) to T. These never causeC′

j ’s balance to exceedbmax,
because that would imply a forgery in the range proof signature, which we ruled out
above.

When a cheating customerCj makes aPurchase query,A′ extracts the index of
the record being purchasedσi and the exponentk, and sends(purchase, j, σi) to T
to obtain the recordRσi

. Note thatC′
j ’s balance is always sufficient to purchaseRσi

,
because otherwiseA would have forged one of the signature schemes, which we ruled
out above. Next,A′ computesL ← (Fσi

/Rσi
)k and simulates the zero-knowledge

proof as in the simulation above.
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6 A Fair Purchase Protocol

In the purchase protocol of our basic scheme, the customer has to spend her current
wallet (i.e., reveal the serial numberni) before obtaining the decryption key to the
purchased record. A malicious database could abuse of this situation by aborting the
transaction after the wallet was spent, thereby leaving the customer with a spent wallet
and without the record that she wanted.

In this section we sketch how to strengthen our purchase protocol against these type
of attacks. Essentially, we let the customer and the database engage in an optimistic
fair exchange [2, 3] of the serial numberni against the record decryption keyL and
updated wallet(Ai+1, r

′′
i+1, si+1). The customer and the database proceed as in the

simple purchase protocol, except that instead of sendingni in the clear the customer
sends a commitmentcmt = Commit(ni) to the database, and performs the proof of
knowledgePK{(k, σi, . . .)} based on this commitment. If the proof is accepted, the
server sends back a verifiable encryption [15] of the decryption key and the new wallet
(L,Ai+1, r

′′
i+1, si+1) under the trusted third party’s public key, and performs the proof

of knowledgePK{(h) : . . .} based on this verifiable encryption. The database also
computes the hashh of all previously revealed serial numbers and provides the customer
with a signature oncmt , h. Only after receiving the signature and verifying the PK does
the customer reveal the serial numberni to the database. The database checks if it is
fresh serial number, and if so opensL,Ai+1, r

′′
i+1, si+1 to the customer.

If the database tries to cheat by not sending the decryption key or the new wallet,
then the customer can takeni, the verifiable encryption and the database’s signature to
the TTP. The TTP will contact the database to ask for the list of serial numbers that were
included in the computation ofh and checks whetherni appears in this list. If not, then
the database decryptsL,Ai+1, r

′′
i+1, si+1 for the customer. If it does, the TTP decides

that the customer’s complaint was unjustified and does nothing.
If the customer tries to cheat by reusing an old wallet or not opening the commit-

mentcmt , then the database simply doesn’t revealL,Ai+1, r
′′
i+1, si+1 to the customer.
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